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ABSTRACT

Snyder, Derrick W. M.S., Purdue University, May 2014. Evaluation and Economic Value
of Winter Weather Forecasts. Major Professor: Michael Baldwin.
State and local highway agencies spend millions of dollars each year to deploy winter
operation teams to plow snow and de-ice roadways. Accurate and timely weather forecast
information is critical for effective decision making. Students from Purdue University

partnered with the Indiana Department of Transportation to create an experimental winter
weather forecast service for the 2012-2013 winter season in Indiana to assist in achieving
these goals. One forecast product, an hourly timeline of winter weather hazards produced
daily, was evaluated for quality and economic value.
Verification of the forecasts was performed with data from the Rapid Refresh
numerical weather model. Two objective verification criteria were developed to evaluate
the performance of the timeline forecasts. Using both criteria, the timeline forecasts had
issues with reliability and discrimination, systematically over-forecasting the amount of
winter weather that was observed while also missing significant winter weather events.
Despite these quality issues, the forecasts still showed significant, but varied, economic
value compared to climatology. Economic value of the forecasts was estimated to be
$29.5 million or $4.1 million, depending on the verification criteria used. Limitations of
this valuation system are discussed and a framework is developed for more thorough
studies in the future.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

Winter weather phenomena create significant challenges for the motoring public.
Hazards such as accumulating snow, freezing rain, ice pellets, and frost frequently yield
an increase in accidents and delays in travel time. State and local governments actively
work to treat and clear snow and ice from roads to ameliorate these winter weather
hazards. The Indiana Department of Transportation (INDOT) is responsible for
maintaining mobility on state-owned highways, U.S. highways, and interstate routes.
Significant monetary expenditures are required to remove snow and ice from Indiana’s
highways, between $20 and $40 million typically depending on the severity of the winter.
Highway departments such as INDOT constantly seek to improve efficiency in
use of snow treatment materials, labor, and equipment in order to maintain traffic
mobility. Due to increasing costs of treatment materials and limited government
resources, fully funding maintenance operations can be difficult. Real-time road weather
information and specialized road weather forecasting systems allow highway agencies to
use treatment materials more efficiently (Ye et al. 2009). To this end, INDOT partnered
with Purdue University’s Department of Earth, Atmospheric, and Planetary Sciences
(EAPS) to create a specialized winter weather forecasting service. INDOT received
customized forecasts tailored to their snow and ice removal needs, so resources to clear
roads could be used more efficiently. Between November 2012 and April 2013 a suite of
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deterministic and probabilistic daily winter weather forecasts were made by
undergraduate and graduate students.
This work seeks to evaluate the winter weather forecasts made for INDOT and to
estimate their economic value. Taking from and expanding upon work done by Thornes
and Stephenson (2001), this work will estimate the economic value of some of the winter
weather forecasts done for INDOT. Included in this analysis are detailed explanations of
how the forecast service was structured and how forecasts were created and
communicated to INDOT; the procedure for verification of winter weather forecasts
using gridded numerical model output; estimations of accuracy and value of winter
weather forecasts; and a discussion of how the estimates of forecast value might be
improved in future work, specifically by estimating the cost-loss ratio associated with a
forecast. This work will demonstrate a detailed application of forecast evaluation
methods and lay the groundwork for more robust investigations of forecast value.
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CHAPTER 2. LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1

Road Weather Forecast Systems

Two systems have been developed in the last 15 years to help forecast winter
weather and road conditions and to make road treatment recommendations: the Model of
the Environment and Temperature of Roads (METRo) (Crevier and Delage 2001), a
model initially developed for use in Canada and a maintenance decision-support system
(MDSS) developed by the Federal Highway Administration (Mahoney and Myers 2003).
METRo was developed by the Meteorological Service of Canada in the late 1990s to
forecast road surface temperatures and conditions for road maintenance decisions. Point
forecasts of 24 hours were created with METRo for locations of Road Weather
Information System (RWIS) stations. Verification of METRo by Crevier and Delage
found that METRo did generally well in forecasting road temperatures and conditions;
however some factors such as the effect of road maintenance (snowing, plowing, etc.)
introduced uncertainty into METRo’s forecasts. Additionally, it was found that cloud
cover differences can significantly affect a forecast. METRo has been used operationally
in Canada since its inception. METRo is comprised of three components: a surface
balance energy model, a road heat-conduction model and a surface water/ice
accumulation model. The surface energy balance model incorporates incoming and
outgoing shortwave and longwave radiation, release of energy from melting water,
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and anthropogenic contribution of humans (heat added to the surface from tire friction,
engine heat, etc.). The road heat-conduction model analyzes the subsurface material and
road configuration to estimate conduction of heat from under the road to the surface. The
surface water/ice accumulation model estimates the amount of runoff and accumulation
of snow and water on the road. It also tries to provide a rough estimate of the effect of
road maintenance and traffic on water runoff. Input for METRo is a combination of
RWIS surface data and input from the Canadian Global Environmental Multiscale (GEM)
24-km resolution forecast model. When METRo runs, it analyzes previous RWIS
observations then uses these data in a coupling phase with GEM before generating a
forecast. Rutz and Gibson (2013) incorporated METRo into National Weather Service
(NWS) operations, driving the model with input from NWS’s National Digital Forecast
Database (NDFD) and the North American Mesoscale (NAM) numerical forecast model.
METRo forecasts of air temperature and road surface temperatures for 30 hours were
analyzed at five RWIS locations in Montana. Verification of METRo forecasts showed
the model generally performed well. Both road and air temperature forecasts had a mean
absolute error (MAE) of 3°C or less. The authors assert some of the error could be
attributed to errors of the NDFD and not the model itself. While METRo was not used
operationally, it was shown that it could potentially be a useful tool for communicating
weather risk in the future using existing NWS resources.
The MDSS tool incorporates many of the same heat-conduction models for road
surface forecasts as METRo (METRo was incorporated into the MDSS system in the late
2000s). However, MDSS offers a broader suite of products, including treatment
recommendations. The display system of MDSS also allows users to see current and
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forecast weather and road conditions for the next 48 hours. A series of databases within
MDSS lets users to store maintenance and man-hour data. For example, users can see the
amount of man-hours it will take to clear snow and ice and the amount of salt that will be
needed. This allows for “what-if” scenarios of treatment and maintenance options. There
are serious limitations to both MDSS and METRo, the most significant being that nearly
all of the products are generated from raw numerical prediction model output, created
without human intervention. Any errors in model output will result in incorrect road
weather forecasts. Other issues include MDSS’s inability to forecast blowing snow and
frost formation on bridge desks, hazards that often require treatment.
2.2

Forecast Evaluation

Murphy (1993) defines three aspects of “goodness” of a weather forecast. The
first type of goodness (type 1 goodness) is consistency, or how well the internal judgment
of a forecaster corresponds to the forecast. One might assume that this measure of
forecast goodness is a tautology since it would be easy to assume that a forecast should
always correspond to the forecaster’s best judgment. However, Murphy notes that
considerations of temporal and spatial detail can lead to a low correspondence between
forecast and judgment. A forecast with high consistency is one in which the forecaster's
judgment aligns closely with his or her forecast. Murphy notes that this type of goodness
is unique compared to the other two types because it is under the control of the forecaster.
The second type of forecast goodness is quality, defined as the correspondence between a
set of forecasts and observations. There are many ways to quantify the quality of a
forecast. Two of the more "measures-oriented) methods discussed are accuracy, the
average correspondence between individual pairs of forecasts and observations, and skill,
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the accuracy of forecasts of interest relative to the accuracy of forecasts produced by a
standard of reference (e.g. a forecast model or climatology). Murphy then outlines newer
distributions-based methods to quantify quality, such as reliability and resolution. When
considering multiple sets of forecasts (denoted as f and g), Murphy defines the
sufficiency relation between f and g, which measures whether f’s forecasts have a higher
level of quality in all aspects than g’s forecasts. If this can be proven true, then it is said
that f’s forecasts are sufficient for g’s forecasts. However, Murphy notes that it cannot
always be possible to show that one set of forecasts is sufficient for another. The third
type of forecast goodness is value, defined as the incremental benefit that a forecast gives
to its user. Murphy states that forecasts themselves have no intrinsic value and that they
acquire value by “their ability to influence the decisions made by the users of the
forecasts.” Considering a monetary framework, Murphy outlines two approaches to
calculating forecast value: ex post (after the forecast and observations are available) and
ex ante (determining the expected value of the forecast before the forecasts and
observations are available). In either case, four determinants of value are identified: (a)
the course of action available to the decision maker (b) the payoff structure associated
with the decision-making problem (c) the quality of information used as a basis in
decision-making in the absence of the forecasts and (d) the quality of the forecasts.
Examining the relationship between consistency, quality and value, Murphy finds a
strong relationship between high consistency and high quality. Comparing consistency
and value yields a more tenuous relationship, with a forecaster’s judgments not having to
exactly align with his or her forecast to achieve the lowest cost. Comparing quality and
value reveals complex and often nonlinear relationships. Often increasing the quality of a
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forecast yields no value until a certain threshold is reached. Murphy also notes that a
multivariable approach when calculating quality is best for revealing the forecast’s actual
value.
Much of the history of the “quality” aspect of forecast verification is outlined by
Murphy (1996). This paper details of the first major attempt at forecast verification, done
by U.S. Army Signal Corps Sgt. J.P. Finley in 1884, and the responses to his work
generated between 1885 and 1893. In some cases, the measures of forecast quality
created during the “Finley affair” are still in use today or have been rediscovered.
Finley’s task was forecasting tornadoes for the Signal Corps in the eastern and central
United States during spring months. His results showed that he was quite adept at it,
reporting accuracy of 96.6%. This metric of accuracy came to be known as percent
correct, the ratio of correct “yes” and “no” forecasts (in this case, tornado forecasts) to
the total number of forecasts. Finley’s work inspired several responses. Many of the
verification methods proposed in response to Finley contain joint or marginal frequencies
of the forecasts and the observations (see his Table 6). These values can be written in a
more general format-that of a 2-by-2 contingency table. Four variables comprise the 2by-2 contingency table, a, b, c, and d, which represent the number of correct “yes”
forecasts, false alarms (a forecast of “yes” but a “no” observation), missed events (a
forecast of “no” but an observation of “yes”), and correct nulls (correct “no” forecasts),
respectively (Table 2.1). Table 2.2 shows these performance measures in terms of the 2by-2 contingency table and their commonly known names.
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Table 2.1 Elements of a 2-by-2 contingency table.
𝐎𝐛𝐬𝐞𝐫𝐯𝐚𝐭𝐢𝐨𝐧𝐬
𝐅𝐨𝐫𝐞𝐜𝐚𝐬𝐭𝐬
𝑜𝑏𝑠 = 𝑦𝑒𝑠
𝑜𝑏𝑠 = 𝑛𝑜
𝑎 (ℎ𝑖𝑡)
𝑏 (𝑓𝑎𝑙𝑠𝑒 𝑎𝑙𝑎𝑟𝑚)
𝑓𝑐𝑠𝑡 = 𝑦𝑒𝑠
𝑐
(𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑑
𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡)
𝑑
(𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡 𝑛𝑢𝑙𝑙)
𝑓𝑐𝑠𝑡 = 𝑛𝑜
Table 2.2 Summary of the verification measures arising from the Finley Affair.
Publication in Murphy (1996)

Finley (1884)
Gilbert (1884)
Gilbert (1884)
Peirce (1884)

Doolittle (1885)
Doolittle (1888)
Clayton (1927)

Score

𝑖𝐹
𝑣

𝑖𝐺

𝑖𝑃

𝑖𝐷
𝑖𝐷∗
𝑖𝐶

Common name(s)

Percent correct
Threat score/
Critical success index
Gilbert skill score/
Equitable threat score
Peirce skill score/
True skill statistic
Doolittle product score
Heidke skill score
Clayton skill score

Score in 2x2 contingency table
𝑎+𝑑

𝑎/(𝑎 + 𝑏 + 𝑐)

(𝑎𝑏 − 𝑑𝑐)/[(𝑎𝑑 − 𝑏𝑐) + (𝑏 + 𝑐)]
(𝑎𝑑 − 𝑏𝑐)/[(𝑎 + 𝑐)(𝑏 + 𝑑)]

(𝑎𝑑 − 𝑏𝑐)2 /[(𝑎 + 𝑏)(𝑐 + 𝑑)(𝑎 + 𝑐)(𝑏 + 𝑑)
(𝑎𝑑 − 𝑏𝑐)/[(𝑎𝑑 − 𝑏𝑐) + 1/2(𝑏 + 𝑐)]
(𝑎𝑑 − 𝑏𝑐)/[(𝑎 + 𝑏)(𝑐 + 𝑑)]

Murphy and Winkler (1987) outline a general methodology for forecast
verification that is distributions-based; specifically, a method utilizing the joint
distributions of forecasts and observations. After finding the joint distribution of a
particular set of forecasts and observations, the distribution is factorized by the
conditional distribution and a marginal distribution. Murphy and Winkler argue that
factorizing joint distributions makes verification results more accessible. Two
factorizations are defined, calibration-refinement factorization and likelihood-base rate
factorization. Calibration-refinement factorization represents the conditional distribution
of a set of observations given the marginal distribution of the forecast and the forecast
itself. This factorized distribution represents how observations vary when given a
particular forecast. As the name implies, two different measures are represented. A well-
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calibrated forecast is one in which the probability of a forecast being equal to what was
forecast. A well-refined forecast is one in which a wide range of forecasts are given,
rather than a few that are closer to the climatology of a given event. The authors state that
both calibration and refinement are needed for a forecaster to produce the most accurate
forecasts. Likelihood-base rate factorization represents the conditional distribution of a
set of forecasts given the marginal distribution of the observations and the observation
itself. This factorized distribution represents how forecasts vary when given a particular
observation. In this case, the likelihood represents the conditional probability of a certain
forecast being issued given an observation of yes or no. The base rate is thought of as a
sample climatology since it is simply the frequency at which yes/no observations are
observed. Murphy and Winkler posit that distributions-based verification methods are not
meant to replace the score-based verification methods like those described in Murphy
(1996), but rather to complement them since scores-based and distributions-based
verification are analyzing different aspects of forecasts and observations.
Using the information from Table 2.2 and discussion so far, it is possible to
determine which aspect of forecast quality is being measured by some of the measuresoriented verification methods. Percent correct and threat score evaluate accuracy because
they calculate the fraction correct of a forecast. Because they attempt to differentiate
between random guessing (or climatology) and forecast quality equitable threat score,
Doolittle product score, and Heidke skill score valuate skill.
While many of the scores-based verification methods developed during the Finley
affair are still in use today, many are inequitable, meaning that constant forecasts (e.g. all
yes or all no forecasts) produce different scores. Gandin and Murphy (1992) use scoring
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matrices (matrices that assign scores to combinations of forecasts and observations) to
develop equitable skill scores. The paper finds that skill scores can be said to be equitable
if all constant and random forecasts receive the same score and that the scoring matrices
do not contain the same elements as the performance matrices.
Further evaluating the properties of skill scores, Baldwin and Kain (2006) found
the sensitivity of several verification measures to changing bias, displacement error, and
event frequency. The verification measures analyzed were probability of detection, threat
score, equitable threat score, true skill statistic, bias-adjusted threat score, and the odds
ratio skill score (formal definitions provided in Table 2 of the paper). All verification
measures were found to be sensitive to displacement error and bias. While probability of
detection and threat score were not found to be sensitive to changing event frequency, the
other performance measures were. For rare events, performance was maximized when
bias was greater than one for the equitable threat score, true skill statistic, and the odds
ratio skill score. This indicates that the performance measure encourages hedging toward
over-forecasting events in order to maximize the score. As event frequency increased, the
sensitivity to bias decreased. However, for very common events scores were maximized
when bias was less than one. Results did show that the bias-adjust threat score was not
sensitive to these factors.
2.3

Studies of Forecast Value

Several studies have attempted to quantify the economic value of weather
forecasts in the past several decades. Some studies attempt to meticulously quantify every
aspect of cost and benefit of a type of weather forecast to estimate its value. Other studies
have been more descriptive in nature, relying on surveys of forecast users to determine
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some sense of value. A few studies have been conducted which attempt to estimate the
value of the winter weather forecasts forecast for snow and ice removal and have direct
applications to this study.
Katz and Murphy (1997) extensively discuss the value of weather information, the
nature of perspective and descriptive decision studies, and prototype decision-making
models for forecast valuation. Prescriptive decision studies try to identify the decisionmaking model used by forecast customers and attempt to determine the optimum actions
(“solution algorithm”) that should be taken to maximize value. Decision trees become
quite complex when given a large number of available options to the forecast user. A
static decision model often involves a simple yes/no option for the forecast user based on
the forecast information provided. Static decision models also assume that the outcome of
previous decision does not affect a future one. Dynamic decision models often are
structured in sequential stages in which lead to a terminal consequence. Weather
forecasts used in prescriptive studies have five common attributes: 1) a time scale that the
forecast covers; 2) a meteorological element that is being predicted; 3) whether the
forecasts are probabilistic or categorical; 4) a forecast type (i.e. and idealized forecast that
is not based on current forecasting practices, or a realistic forecast that is based upon
current forecasting practices); and 5) an investigation of the sensitivity to the decisionmaking model to changing forecast quality. Forecast information is often valued on
comparisons between forecasts of climatology, perfect forecasts, and imperfect forecasts
to determine expected utility and value. Based on the valuation information, a decisionmaking model is then recommended. Descriptive decision model studies seek to discover
how forecast users actually use forecast information. Rather than recommending a
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decision-making model, descriptive studies make the model represent the user’s current
behavior and determine the impact of weather forecasts within that model. Prescriptive
and descriptive decision studies are meant to be complimentary, and a comparison of
both study types using the same forecast system can be revealing. Prescriptive studies
determine the potential value of weather forecasts while descriptive studies determine
their current value within the current decision-making framework and identify where
improvement is possible. The authors lastly seek to develop prototype decision-making
models based on the information above. One major hindrance to developing more
complex decision-making models is that it is difficult to obtain quantifiable results that
can point to what the optimal decision-making model should be. As will be seen later,
these findings will have implications when trying to determine an appropriate estimate of
the costs to act based on a weather forecast and the loss incurred by society when no
action is taken during inclement weather.
Thornes and Stephenson (2001) performed a case study evaluating road weather
forecasts in the United Kingdom. Forecasts of frost or no frost were made for a section of
highway in High Eggborough in the United Kingdom. Forecasts were evaluated using a
2-by-2 contingency table like that shown in Table 1. A number of measures-oriented
verification methods are performed as well as an analysis of the economic value of the
road weather forecasts. The economic analysis of the road weather forecasts is
predicated on the idea of the cost-loss ratio (C/L). There is a cost (C) of taking action to
treat roads and to remove snow and ice as well as a loss (L) incurred by society in the
form of delays and property damage by choosing to not treat roads. Since highway
management agencies track the cost of winter maintenance operations, it is possible to
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determine the cost of treatment. As mentioned previously, determining L is more difficult,
so a C/L ratio is often used to estimate it. Thornes and Stephenson used a C/L of 1:8,
based on the work of (Thornes 1999). This means the loss to society from not treating
was assumed to be eight times the cost to treat. Using this framework and the variables
listed in Table 1, the cost to treat roads for correct forecasts is equal to 𝑎𝐶, the cost of

false alarms is 𝑏𝐶, and the loss due to missed events is 𝑐𝐿. Totals from these costs are

then compared to the expected cost that treating the roads on every marginally cold night
would have been. Using this method, the winter weather forecasts were determined to
have a value of £200,000. Based on the work of Richardson (2000), the authors then
develop a relative value index based on the treatment expenses associated with no
forecasts, imperfect forecasts, and perfect forecasts. It is later shown that this value index
is sensitive to event frequency and cost-loss ratio. Care should be taken to bound the total
number of events (called “marginal nights”) so the value index retains some utility.
Determining an appropriate cost-loss ratio for winter maintenance can be difficult,
and a number of studies have attempted to calculate the ratio using varying criteria.
Thornes (1999) defined the following benefits of winter operations: 1) reducing traffic
accidents; 2) reducing traffic delays; 3) emergency response; and 4) fuel savings. The
corresponding costs of winter operations were defined as 1) vehicle corrosion; 2) road
and bridge corrosion; 3) street furniture damage; 4) water contamination; 5) vegetation
and soil damage; and 6) cost of road treatment. Using these metrics, Thornes determined
a cost-loss ratio of 8 to 1 in the United Kingdom. Other studies have used similar metrics.
Brenner and Moshman (1976) used the same metrics as Thornes (1999) in the US and
found a ratio of 18 to 1. Hanbali (1994) examined the benefit of reduced accidents, delays,
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and fuel usage against the cost of winter operations alone in states in the Upper Midwest
of the U.S. and found a ratio between 2 to 1 and 6.5 to 1.
Stewart et al. (2004) attempted to quantify the value of improved precipitation
forecasts in winter weather operations on the New York State Thruway. However, the
complex decision making model used for snow removal coupled with a lack of
observations revealed that calculating the value of improving forecasts to be impossible.
The authors recommend that a substantial increase in systematic data collection is needed
before such a study could be undertaken properly. Due to the widespread employment of
RWIS and traffic speed data collection methods, it may be possible to attempt such a
study today.
Other studies have used a statistical basis to estimate relative forecast value.
Wandishin and Brooks (2002) explored the relationship between the Clayton skill score
and expected value in a 2-by-2 decision-making format. It was shown that the Clayton
skill score can be used to identify the range of users for which a forecast has value (i.e.
the range of cost-loss ratio needed for a forecast to have positive value). Richardson
(2000) established a connection between relative economic value of weather forecasts in
a 2 by 2 decision-making model and the Peirce skill score. It was shown that, relative to
climatology, Peirce’s skill score yielded the maximum relative value in this decision
framework. Millner (2009) used behavioral models to calibrate the user decision-making
models discussed in Katz and Murphy (1997) and showed that, based on reinforcement
learning techniques, the relative economic value of a forecast is less than expected when
using a prescriptive or descriptive model. Differences in value were maximized for users
with intermediate cost-loss ratios using forecasts of intermediate quality. Marzban (2012)
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argued against using scalar quantities to display forecast value because often such scalar
quantities fail to show the complex relationship between forecast quality and value.
Instead, Marzban argues for plotting the hit-rate versus the false alarm rate as means of
displaying economic value as a way to eliminate such confusion. Palmer (2002) uses a
generic user decision model to quantify the relationship between ensemble forecasts and
potential economic value. Palmer then proposes a new measure of forecast skill which
accounts for the range of forecast users and their needs into forecast assessment.
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CHAPTER 3. METHODS OF WINTER WEATHER FORECASTING, FORECAST
PERFORMANCE, AND FORECAST EVALUATION

3.1

Winter Weather Forecasts for INDOT

For this study, winter weather forecasts for INDOT were made during the
2012-2013 winter season. Forecasts were created by Purdue University students and
faculty on a daily basis between Nov. 1, 2012, and April 13, 2013. Special forecasting
classes were created to allow both graduate and undergraduate meteorology students
learn about and employ the weather forecasting and analysis process.
Four forecast products were produced daily: 1) a statewide probability map
covering the midnight to midnight period the next day (example shown in Figure 3.1);
2) hour by hour “timelines” of various winter weather hazards (snow, freezing rain,
blowing snow, freezing fog/frost, and rain) for each of INDOT’s maintenance
districts (LaPorte, Fort Wayne, Greenfield, Crawfordsville, Vincennes, and Seymour)
covering the midnight to midnight period the next day (example shown in Figure 3.2);
3) a text discussion of the forecast for the next day made for each maintenance district;
and 4) a text discussion of the extended forecast (generally three to seven days in
advance) for the entire state. Statewide probability maps utilized three tiers: 30%,
60%, and 90%. These maps displayed the probability of at least one winter weather
hour occurring in the forecast period. Winter weather hours are hours in which a
winter weather hazard (typically snow, freezing rain, or ice pellets) occurred at a
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location. Winter weather hours are the metrics by which INDOT evaluates winter
severity and establishes performance metrics. Other specialized maps showing
products such as snowfall totals or the timing of the start of precipitation were created
as needed. An example of a snowfall forecast map is shown in Figure 3.3. A few days
after a forecast was issued, students performed a qualitative evaluation of the forecast
using snowfall reports, automated surface observing station (ASOS) observations,
and RWIS observations.

Figure 3.1 Example of a statewide winter weather probability map issued March 23,
2013, valid midnight to midnight March 24, 2013.
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Daily text discussions were meant to convey qualities of the forecast that
could not be easily displayed on a map, such as forecast uncertainty, alternate forecast
scenarios if dealing with a low confidence forecast, and spatial refinement. Forecasts
were delivered to INDOT via a website (www.extremeweathermakers.com/indotforecasts). Usually a new forecast was issued by 3 p.m. LST for the following day.
Occasionally, the forecast was updated around midnight if new numerical model data
necessitated the need for the forecast to be adjusted. The forecasts were tailored
specifically to INDOT’s winter operations needs, including forecasts of road surface
and bridge deck temperature. It was hoped that these “customer-specific” forecasts
would lead to the forecasts being utilized more frequently than other forecast options
and higher user satisfaction.
In order to better communicate the inherent uncertainty and caveats associated
with any weather forecast, Purdue meteorology students and faculty gave
presentations to INDOT staff in each maintenance district during October, November,
and December 2012. These presentations focused on describing the weather
forecasting analysis process, the physical mechanisms that produce rising motion and
subsequently frozen precipitation, where uncertainty arises in the forecast process,
and using numerical model data for forecasting. These talks were designed to the
forecast users (INDOT employees) gain a better understanding of how weather
forecasts are created and why winter weather forecasts can contain so much
uncertainty. The presentations also made the case that weather forecasts were means
to reduce uncertainty about how the atmosphere would behave, while explaining what
the remaining uncertainty was.
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Figure 3.2 Example of an hour-by-hour hazards timeline forecast issued March 23,
2013, valid midnight to midnight March 24, 2013.
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Figure 3.3 Example of a supplemental forecast product, a snowfall forecast map in
this case, issued March 23, 2013, valid midnight to midnight March 24, 2013.
3.2

Forecast Evaluation Techniques and Demonstration

For the study, the hourly timeline forecasts were evaluated, since these
forecasts could be treated as deterministic yes/no forecasts and could be evaluated
using a 2-by-2 contingency table. While each forecast timeline covered winter
weather over the entire maintenance district (that is, the timeline technically was
forecast of winter weather at any point in the district), verification of the timeline
forecast was localized to the location of the headquarters of each INDOT
maintenance district. Only timeline forecasts of frozen precipitation or hazards (snow,
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freezing rain, and ice pellets) were counted as winter weather hours. If a maintenance
district timeline forecast included a comment specifying that winter weather was
expected in only part of a district that did not include the district headquarters (e.g. a
forecast noting “snow in far eastern part of the district only”), those winter weather
hours were not counted. Using these criteria, winter weather hours were counted
manually and stored in a database for verification. This method should allow for
direct comparison between the metrics INDOT uses to determine cost of treatment
and predicted cost based on both types of forecasts. However, if the forecaster did not
specify if a forecast of winter weather hours was referring to one portion of a district,
then this verification method would result in more false alarms than what actually
occurred. Forecasters were encouraged to be as specific as confidence would allow.
Verification was done using the Rapid Refresh (RAP) numerical weather
model (Benjamin et al. 2006). The RAP is a high-resolution, short-term (hourly)
model run by the National Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP). There are
two versions of RAP in operational use. The first version generates weather data on a
13-km resolution horizontal grid. The second version, known as the High-Resolution
Rapid Refresh (HRRR), creates weather data on a 3-km resolution grid across smaller
domains. RAP forecasts are generated every hour with each forecast being valid for
the next 18 hours. This study utilized archived 1 hour forecasts of the 13-km
resolution RAP, obtained from the National Climatic Data Center (NCDC). RAPtabulated winter weather hours at the grid point closest to the headquarters of each
INDOT district served as observed winter weather hours for the season. One-hour
RAP forecasts offer several variables that could be used for verification, including
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two-meter temperatures (°C), surface temperatures (°C), one-hour precipitation
accumulation (mm), and categorical precipitation type flags of rain, freezing rain, ice
pellets, and snow. These classifications are based on information from vertical
moisture and temperatures profiles and the RAP’s cloud microphysics
parameterization. The classifications were not exclusive, and more than one
precipitation type designation could be assigned to a grid point. For verification, two
estimates of “truth” were used for comparison. For the first estimate (henceforth
called criteria 1), an hour was considered an observed hour of winter weather if
greater than 0.1 mm of precipitation was recorded by the RAP while the two-meter
temperature was less than 0°C. The second verification method (called criteria 2)
made use of the categorical precipitation type flags, two-meter temperature, and
surface temperatures. An hour was considered an hour of winter weather if the RAP
indicated a categorical precipitation type of snow, freezing rain, or ice pellets, and
both the surface temperature and two-meter temperature were less than 0°C.
Since the RAP is being used for verification rather than ground observations,
it would be prudent to discuss its performance. Baldwin et al. (2013) compared winter
weather hour estimates for the 2012-2013 winter in Indiana among the RAP, ASOS,
National Mosaic and Multi-Sensor QPE (NMQ) System, and Real-Time Mesoscale
Analysis (RTMA). The NMQ is a high-resolution dataset that incorporates several
sources of precipitation information, including ASOS, cooperative observer networks,
weather radar, and variables from the RAP to estimate surface precipitation amounts
and precipitation on a roughly 1 km by 1 km grid. The RTMA is another high
resolution dataset that contains various meteorological values (e.g. two-meter
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temperature, two-meter wet bulb temperature, 10 meter wind, and hourly
precipitation estimates) on a 5 km horizontal grid scale. Precipitation estimates were
derived from the National Center for Environmental Prediction’s Stage II
precipitation analysis. Objective criteria were defined to define a winter weather hour
for each dataset. For the RAP, winter weather hours were defined by a precipitation
threshold of 0.1 mm per hour and categorical precipitation flag of snow, freezing rain,
or ice pellets, a similar estimate to the criteria 1 threshold defined in this study. Point
observations from ASOS were interpolated to a grid using Delaunay triangulation to
allow for direct comparison between gridded datasets. INDOT use interpolated ASOS
values as its existing method of estimating winter severity. A statewide analysis of
seasonal weather hour totals showed the RAP had the closest mean (208.81 hours)
and median (206 hours) weather hour values when compared to interpolated ASOS
data (200.59 and 196 hours, respectively). Comparing weather hour totals at the grid
point closest to each ASOS location showed that the RAP estimates were often closer
to the ASOS-interpolated values than the NMQ and RTMA estimates. However, the
RAP did underestimate the amount of winter weather hours occurring in far northern
and northeast Indiana, where lake effect snow occurs frequently. RTMA
systematically undercounted the number of winter weather hours. The NMQ
estimates were much closer to the ASOS estimates than the RTMA’s, but suffered
from distortions due to gaps in radar coverage very close to weather radar locations.
Given these reasons, the RAP appeared to offer the dataset of highest quality for
analyzing winter weather hours at locations in Indiana. RAP does not offer a perfect
analysis by any means, but it does appear to offer a reasonable dataset that can be
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used for verification. While the criteria for determining a winter weather hour with
the RAP was similar to criteria 1 defined earlier, it is quite different from criteria 2.
The criteria 2 standard relies heavily on precipitation flags and temperature thresholds
rather than precipitation amounts used in the verification study. There appears to be
little information available in the literature regarding the accuracy of the RAP’s
categorical precipitation flag forecasts. The implications of this will be discussed
further in Chapter 4.
A way to evaluate daily weather hour forecasts is to compare the distributions
of forecasts and observations. In this case, distributions of daily timeline forecasts of
winter weather hours are compared against the distributions of the observations
computed by the RAP. Previously mentioned, the framework for distributions-based
forecast evaluation is outlined by Murphy and Winkler (1987). The first step is
calculating the joint distributions of forecasts and observations 𝑝(𝑓, 𝑜). While

knowing 𝑝(𝑓, 𝑜) reveals much about the nature of the relationship between forecasts

and observations, it also builds a foundation for further forecast evaluation. The joint
distribution can be factorized by dividing 𝑝(𝑓, 𝑜) by the marginal distributions of the
forecasts and observations, 𝑝(𝑓) and 𝑝(𝑜) respectively. Marginal distribution is the
frequency with which certain a value appears within a distribution. Factorizing the
joint distributions yields the conditional distribution of forecasts and observations.
This result is a distributive measure of the behavior of observations when given a set
of forecasts and vice versa.
The conditional distribution of observations when given a set of forecasts
𝑝(𝑜|𝑓) is known as the calibration-refinement factorization and equals
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𝑝(𝑜|𝑓) =

𝑝(𝑓,𝑜)
𝑝(𝑓)

, where 𝑝(𝑓) is the marginal distribution of forecasts and 𝑝(𝑓, 𝑜) is

the joint distribution. The conditional distribution of forecasts when given a set of
observations 𝑝(𝑓|𝑜) is known as the likelihood-base rate factorization and equals
𝑝(𝑓|𝑜) =

𝑝(𝑓,𝑜)
𝑝(𝑜)

, where 𝑝(𝑜) is the marginal distribution of observations and 𝑝(𝑓, 𝑜)

is the joint distribution. These factorizations provide information about how

calibrated a forecast system is. Forecast and observations were separated into bins of
three winter weather hours to allow the joint and marginal distributions to be
calculated, starting with a bin for zero to three weather hours and increasing in units
of 3 to 22-24 winter weather hours, resulting in an 8 by 8 contingency table.
One significant drawback to this verification method is the excessive amount
of tables created (doubly so with two different verification methods being employed).
To make the results easier to interpret, the calibration-refinement and base ratelikelihood factorization were only done with forecasts for INDOT’s LaPorte
maintenance district. This portion of Indiana typically receives the most winter
weather hours in a winter due to its favorable location for lake effect snow.
The following section is a demonstration of this verification method using
sample (made-up) data. The sample raw correspondence, the joint and marginal
distributions, and the calibration-refinement and likelihood-base rate factorizations
between timeline forecasts and observations are presented in Tables 3.1 through 3.4.
Forecasts and observations are provided for one hypothetical maintenance district.
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Observations (RAP)

Table 3.1 Correspondence of raw forecast and observations of daily winter weather
hours for a sample INDOT maintenance district using timeline forecasts.

0
1-3
4-6
7-9
10-12
13-15
16-18
19-21
22-24
totals

Forecast Daily Winter Weather Hours (timeline)
0 1-3 4-6 7-9 10-12 13-15 16-18 19-21
25 5
0
0
0
0
0
0
10 20 5
0
0
0
0
0
0 2
10 1
0
0
0
0
0 0
2
8
1
0
0
0
0 0
0
0
2
0
0
0
0 0
0
0
0
1
1
0
0 0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0 0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0 0
0
0
0
0
0
0
35 27 17 9
3
1
2
0

22-24
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
1

total
30
35
13
11
2
2
1
1
0
95

Observations (RAP)

Table 3.2 Joint and marginal distributions of daily winter weather hours for a sample
INDOT maintenance district using timeline forecasts.

0
1-3
4-6
7-9
10-12
13-15
16-18
19-21
22-24
𝒑(𝒇)

Forecast Daily Winter Weather Hours (timeline)
0
1-3 4-6 7-9 10-12 13-15 16-18 19-21
0.26 0.05 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.11 0.21 0.05 0.00 0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00 0.02 0.11 0.01 0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00 0.00 0.02 0.08 0.01
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.02
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.01
0.01
0.00
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.00
0.01
0.00
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.37 0.28 0.18 0.09 0.03
0.01
0.02
0.00

22-24
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.01
0.00
0.01

𝒑(𝒐)
0.32
0.37
0.14
0.12
0.02
0.02
0.01
0.00
0.00
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Observations (RAP)

Table 3.3 Conditional distribution p(o|f) of daily winter weather hours for a sample
INDOT maintenance district using timeline forecasts.

0
1-3
4-6
7-9
10-12
13-15
16-18
19-21
22-24

0
0.71
0.29
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

Forecast Daily Winter Weather Hours (timeline)
1-3
4-6
7-9
10-12 13-15 16-18 19-21
0.19 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.74 0.29 0.00 0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.07 0.59 0.11 0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00 0.12 0.89 0.33
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.67
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
1.00
0.50
0.00
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.00
0.50
0.00
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

22-24
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
1.00
0.00

Observations (RAP)

Table 3.4 Conditional distribution p(f|o) of daily winter weather hours for a sample
INDOT maintenance district using timeline forecasts.

0
1-3
4-6
7-9
10-12
13-15
16-18
19-21
22-24

0
0.83
0.29
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

Forecast Daily Winter Weather Hours (timeline)
1-3
4-6
7-9
10-12 13-15 16-18 19-21
0.17 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.57 0.14 0.00 0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.15 0.77 0.08 0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00 0.18 0.73 0.09
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.50
0.50
0.00
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.00
1.00
0.00
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

22-24
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
1.00
0.00

What do these results say about the forecasts in practice? How can this
information be used to improve forecasts? Again, Murphy (1993) and Murphy and
Winkler (1987) provide the framework for interpreting conditional distribution results.
The conditional distribution 𝑝(𝑜|𝑓) can be thought of a way of measuring reliability.

That is, what is the correspondence between the observations and a particular forecast?
The conditional distribution 𝑝(𝑓|𝑜) can be thought of as a measure of discrimination;
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meaning, how well do the forecasts adjust given changing observations? For example,
a forecast with good discrimination will have a high probability of forecasting large
amount of winter weather hours on days where many winter weather hours are
observed. The evaluation of the sample forecasts and observations shown in Tables
3.3 and 3.4 shows a forecast system with good reliability and discrimination. In Table
3.3, the fraction of each corresponding forecast and observation bins is large, at least
above 0.50. This means the forecaster is rather adept at forecasting the duration of
winter weather. Table 3.4 also shows the forecasts possess good discrimination
because the fractions in the corresponding bins between forecasts and observations
are large. This means the forecasts possess considerable skill compared to
climatology. By using these verification methods, forecaster and model deficiencies
can be identified and ameliorated, with quantifiable cost savings on a seasonal level
while avoiding the known biases of measures-based evaluation.
3.3

Estimating the Value of INDOT Winter Weather Forecasts

As mentioned in Chapter 1, the method for estimating the value of the INDOT
winter weather forecasts used in this work was outlined by Thornes and Stephenson
(2001). The first step in this process is to determine the costs associated with each
variable of the 2-by-2 contingency table. What costs would be associated with each
forecast outcome?
3.3.1

The Cost of a Correct Forecast

In this valuation framework, the cost of a correct weather forecast is equal to
the cost to treat roads with salt and to remove snow and ice. This includes the costs of
material, man-hours (including overtime), treatment materials such as sand, salt and
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pretreatment brine, and fuel for plows. INDOT provided only tallies these costs on a
seasonal basis by maintenance district for this study, although it does track winter
operations costs were in a real-time fashion. The average cost per winter weather hour
can be found by dividing the total cost of winter operations by the number of winter
weather hours. Obviously, the cost per winter weather hour will vary based on which
verification method is used. Seasonal totals of winter operations costs are shown in
the appendix.
3.3.2

The Cost of a False Alarm

The costs associate with a false alarm could be thought equal to the costs
associated with normal winter weather operations. However, there are factors that
mitigate these extraneous costs. The first factor is that it is reasonable to assume the
road treatment crews would be pulled from their treatment routes rather quickly after
managers determine (typically via a forecast update from weather forecast providers,
their own observations, or by interpreting radar data) that the forecasted winter
weather is not going to occur. The second factor is that a large portion of winter
weather operations involves “pretreating” roads with a salt/brine mixture that acts to
melt snow on contact and significantly increases the amount of snowfall required
before it begins to accumulate. Pretreatment solutions remain on the road surface
even if no snow accumulates for many days and are only washed away by rain. In a
false alarm situation, routes that receive pretreatment would not have to be treated
again prior to the next winter weather event. In this case, costs associated with
decisions based on false alarms can be counted toward the cost of correct forecasts. It
is beyond the scope of this work to wholly quantify these factors given the
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complexity of the decision-making system. A best guess of one-third the cost of
treating a correct winter weather forecast was assigned to weather hours that were
false alarms.
3.3.3

The Loss Incurred Due to a Missed Event

Unlike the first two measures discussed, the loss associated with missed
events falls mostly to society in the form of additional automobile accidents, travel
delays, cancellations, and other unmitigated losses. It is difficult to explicitly quantify
these losses to society, so a cost-loss ratio C/L is employed as a multiplier of normal
weather operations cost to estimate loss. As discussed in Chapter 2.3, studies have
found a wide range of cost-loss ratios, depending which forms of costs and losses
were analyzed; however any selection of cost-loss will be subjective. Thornes and
Stephenson (2001) used a cost-loss ratio of 1 to 8 based on the work of Thornes
(1999).
The Thornes and Stephenson study was more concerned with salting roads to
prevent the formation of ice. While INDOT does perform salting to prevent ice
formation, its main operations are snow and ice removal, and it is possible for INDOT
to mitigate the losses from a missed event while the event is still occurring, unlike in
Thornes and Stephenson study. It useful to discuss what happens with traffic and
maintenance operations during a missed event. When snow and ice begin to
accumulate without warning, traffic will be slowed by icy roads and accidents.
However, it is not reasonable to expect INDOT to not perform winter operations for
the entirety of missed event hours. INDOT would likely quickly respond once winter
weather began to affect traffic mobility. It would appropriate to assume INDOT
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would not perform winter operations at the beginning on a missed event. Therefore,
the main loss associated with a missed event will occur at the onset of winter weather.
Cost and loss will decrease to their normal amounts after INDOT begins routine
winter operations. In addition, losses from missed events should be maximized during
rush hour (roughly 6-9 a.m. and 3-6 p.m. LST in most cities). A missed event
occurring in the middle of the night might have little or no loss to society. Another
item to consider is the effect of pretreating operations. Pretreatment solutions applied
during prior false alarm events could act to mitigate losses during a missed event
before maintenance crews can be deployed. For these reasons, a cost-loss ratio less
than 1 to 8 would be more appropriate. Hanbali (1994) estimated a ratio between 1 to
2 and 1 to 6.5 in his study of winter operations of Midwest states. For this study, a
cost-loss ratio of 1 to 2 was selected. This was in part because of the factors discussed
above and that Indiana experiences winter weather often during the cold season and
drivers are accustomed to driving in hazardous weather, further reducing loss from a
missed event.
3.3.4

The Cost of Correct Nulls

Since there are no winter operations costs or losses to society, there is no cost
associated with correct no forecasts.
3.3.5

The Valuation Method

Thornes and Stephenson employ two “what if” scenarios to estimate forecast
value: the expected costs of perfect forecast system 𝐸(𝑃) and the expected cost if

roads were treated during every marginal event𝐸(𝑆). The cost of a perfect forecast
system 𝐸(𝑃) is equal to the cost of normal winter operations multiplied by (𝑎 + 𝑐), a
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measure of winter severity. Thornes and Stephenson defined a marginal event as one
when road surface temperatures were forecast to be less than 5°C. For this study, a
marginal event was defined as any hour when the surface temperature was less than
0°C. The cost associated with treating during every marginal event 𝐸(𝑆) is subject to
being over-estimated since this is, for all intents and purposes, an “imaginary”

Indiana in which winter operations, including all winter operations like plowing,
salting, and preventative maintenance, were performed during any subfreezing hour
regardless of whether winter weather was actually occurring. This is one method to
imagine winter weather operations in our hypothetical Indiana, but not a realistic one.
Human decision-making needs to be incorporated somehow. One way to do this
would be to multiply the cost of treating every marginal hour in 𝐸(𝑆) by the ratio of
observed winter weather hours to number of marginal weather hours. However, in

this study, because the cost of treating a forecasted winter weather hour is equal the
reported expenses divided by the number of observed winter hours, multiplying by
the hypothetical expenses by this fraction would simply yield the reported cost over
observations. Therefore, a “human-issued” fraction (F) was estimated using similar
considerations in estimating the cost of a false alarm, discussed in Chapter 3.3.2. For
1

this study, F was set to equal , so the hypothetical expenses of treating marginal
3

hours would be 13𝐸(𝑆). While clearly a subjective parameter, this estimate of

hypothetical treatment costs will serve as a more realistic baseline to which to
compare timeline forecasts.
The actual cost of the weather forecasts 𝐸(𝐴) is given by the sum of the cost

of normal operations per winter weather hour multiplied by the hours of correct
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forecasts(𝑎𝐶), the cost due to false alarms (13𝑏𝐶), and the loss due to missed events

(𝑐𝐿). The economic value of the forecast can be found subtracting 𝐸(𝐴) from 13𝐸(𝑆).
Based on the work by Richardson (2000), Thornes and Stephenson defined relative

value 𝑉= 𝐸(𝑆)−𝐸(𝐴)
where 𝐸(𝑃) is the cost of treating with perfect forecasts. The value
𝐸(𝑆)−𝐸(𝑃)
index is an approximate representation of the utility added by a weather forecast
compared to using climatology.
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CHAPTER 4. FORECAST EVALUATION AND ESTIMATED ECONOMIC
VALUE

4.1

Estimates of Winter Severity

One basic evaluation method is to compare estimates of winter season severity
(forecasted and observed counts of winter weather hours across the season) between
the timeline forecasts and verification methods. These results are presented in Table
4.1. The most noticeable result is the systematic over-forecasting bias of winter
weather hours in the LaPorte and Fort Wayne maintenance districts, with forecasted
winter weather hours doubling or nearly tripling observed winter weather. These two
maintenance districts receive the most winter weather in the state due to their
favorable locations for lake effect snow. However, lake effect snow is generally
isolated to narrow bands which are typically 5-10 kilometers wide and 10-30
kilometers in the length. While isolated areas can receive heavy snow, most of the
maintenance district will not. These results show that timeline forecasts do poor job
of communicating the isolated spatial nature of lake effect snow since they often
forecast widespread snow when forecasts of isolated bands of snow would have been
more appropriate. This is likely an artifact of the spatial mismatch of the timeline
forecasts covering all the locations in the district during the forecast period while
verification was at one point.
Comparing the verification procedures from the RAP forecast model, criteria
1 (two-meter temperature and precipitation threshold) was more restrictive in
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classifying an hour as a winter weather hour than criteria 2 was (two-meter and
surface temperature thresholds and categorical precipitation type flags). This results
in criteria 2 winter severity values being closer to the forecasted values of winter
severity.
Table 4.1 Seasonal forecasted and observed winter weather hours and respective
differences at the district headquarters of each INDOT maintenance district.
District
Crawfordsville
Greenfield
LaPorte
Fort Wayne
Vincennes
Seymour

4.2

Timeline
260
229
600
567
157
168

RAP criteria 1
199
184
235
236
75
114

RAP criteria 2
271
269
369
364
93
154

Diff. Crit. 1
61
45
365
331
82
54

Diff. Crit. 2
-11
-40
231
203
64
14

Distributions-Based Evaluation of Daily Forecasts of Winter Weather Hours
Next is to refine the temporal scale of the evaluation, from comparisons across

the entire winter season to comparisons of the distributions of daily winter weather
forecasts and observations. Distributions of forecasts and observations for the LaPorte
maintenance district using both RAP verification criteria are shown in Tables 4.2 to
4.7. For both verification methods (Tables 4.2 and 4.3), the large majority (0.81 and
0.72, respectively) of the joint distributions of forecasts and observations falls within
the zero to three hour category. Days with more than four observed winter weather
hours are relatively uncommon (0.19 and 0.28, respectively) even with the more
relaxed criteria 2 verification method.
However, both factorizations reveal poor resolution and discrimination of the
forecast system when forecasting days with more than four observed winter weather
hours. Tables 4.4 and 4.5 show signs of the systematic over-bias of forecasting winter
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weather hours described in the previous section. In the majority (or, in some bins, all)
of the cases when greater than four hours of winter weather were forecast, observed
winter weather hours fell into the zero to three hour bins. The forecast system also
failed to discriminate between low- and high-impact winter weather days. An
example of this can be seen in Table 4.7, where an observed day with 22-24 winter
weather hours (criteria 2 verification) had a 100% chance of being forecasted as a day
with zero to three winter weather hours. While such days were very rare during the
2012-2013 winter season, they had large implications for the estimated economic
value of the timeline forecasts, as many additional hours of observed winter weather
were classified as missed events.

Observations

Table 4.2 Joint and marginal distributions of daily winter weather hours for the
LaPorte INDOT maintenance district using RAP criteria 1 verification.

0-3
4-6
7-9
10-12
13-15
16-18
19-21
22-24
𝒑(𝒇)

0-3
0.66
0.02
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.00
0.01
0.00
0.71

Forecast Daily Winter Weather Hours
4-6 7-9 10-12 13-15 16-18 19-21
0.02 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.01
0.01 0.01 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00
0.01 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.03 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.03 0.02

22-24
0.01
0.02
0.01
0.00
0.01
0.00
0.01
0.00
0.07

𝒑(𝒐)
0.81
0.07
0.06
0.01
0.03
0.00
0.02
0.00
1.00
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Observations

Table 4.3 Joint and marginal distributions of daily winter weather hours for the
LaPorte INDOT maintenance district using RAP criteria 2 verification.

0-3
4-6
7-9
10-12
13-15
16-18
19-21
22-24
𝒑(𝒇)

0-3
0.60
0.04
0.03
0.02
0.00
0.01
0.00
0.01
0.71

Forecast Daily Winter Weather Hours
4-6 7-9 10-12 13-15 16-18 19-21 22-24 𝒑(𝒐)
0.02 0.02 0.03 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.00 0.72
0.00 0.02 0.00 0.03 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.11
0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.06
0.01 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.06
0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.02
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.01
0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.01
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01
0.03 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.03 0.02 0.07 1.00

Observations

Table 4.4 Calibration-refinement factorization of daily winter weather hours for the
LaPorte INDOT maintenance district using RAP criteria 1 verification.

0-3
4-6
7-9
10-12
13-15
16-18
19-21
22-24

0-3
0.93
0.03
0.02
0.01
0.01
0.00
0.01
0.00

Forecast Daily Winter Weather Hours
4-6 7-9 10-12 13-15 16-18 19-21 22-24
0.60 0.57 0.71 0.50 1.00 0.67 0.20
0.20 0.29 0.00 0.25 0.00 0.00 0.30
0.20 0.00 0.29 0.25 0.00 0.00 0.20
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.33 0.20
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.00 0.14 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.10
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
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Observations

Table 4.5 Calibration-refinement factorization of daily winter weather hours for the
LaPorte INDOT maintenance district using RAP criteria 2 verification.

0-3
4-6
7-9
10-12
13-15
16-18
19-21
22-24

0-3
0.85
0.06
0.05
0.03
0.00
0.01
0.00
0.01

Forecast Daily Winter Weather Hours
4-6 7-9 10-12 13-15 16-18 19-21 22-24
0.60 0.43 0.71 0.25 0.75 0.33 0.00
0.00 0.43 0.00 0.50 0.25 0.33 0.20
0.20 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.30
0.20 0.00 0.14 0.25 0.00 0.00 0.20
0.00 0.00 0.14 0.00 0.00 0.33 0.10
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.10
0.00 0.14 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.10
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Observations

Table 4.6 Base rate-likelihood factorization of daily winter weather hours for the
LaPorte INDOT maintenance district using RAP criteria 1 verification.

0-3
4-6
7-9
10-12
13-15
16-18
19-21
22-24

0-3
0.80
0.27
0.22
1.00
0.25
0.00
0.33
0.00

Forecast Daily Winter Weather Hours
4-6 7-9 10-12 13-15 16-18 19-21 22-24
0.02 0.03 0.04 0.03 0.03 0.02 0.02
0.09 0.18 0.00 0.18 0.00 0.00 0.27
0.11 0.00 0.22 0.22 0.00 0.00 0.22
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.25 0.50
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.00 0.33 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.33
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
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Observations

Table 4.7 Base rate-likelihood factorization of daily winter weather hours for the
LaPorte INDOT maintenance district using RAP criteria 2 verification.

0-3
4-6
7-9
10-12
13-15
16-18
19-21
22-24
4.3

0-3
0.84
0.35
0.56
0.33
0.00
0.50
0.00
1.00

Forecast Daily Winter Weather Hours
4-6 7-9 10-12 13-15 16-18 19-21 22-24
0.03 0.03 0.05 0.02 0.03 0.01 0.00
0.00 0.18 0.00 0.24 0.06 0.06 0.12
0.11 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.33
0.11 0.00 0.11 0.22 0.00 0.00 0.22
0.00 0.00 0.33 0.00 0.00 0.33 0.33
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.50
0.00 0.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.50
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Estimating Economic Value Via Contingency Table

Hourly verification results were scored by contingency table and are presented
in Tables 4.8 through 4.13. The contingency table results show that, in the context of
an entire winter season with 3624 total possible hours, winter weather is a rare
phenomenon, even in climatologically favored areas. The forecasts were able to
correctly forecast the most hours of winter weather in the lake effect snow
maintenance districts of LaPorte and Fort Wayne (Tables 4.8 and 4.9, respectively).
However, due to the systematic over-prediction bias in forecasting winter weather in
these districts, false alarms also tally the most here. Forecasts by far had the worst
quality in the Greenfield district (Table 4.11), which includes Indianapolis, the largest
city in Indiana, with less than 10 correctly forecasted hours using both verification
methods. One explanation for this poor performance could be that forecasters were
internally localizing their forecasts to the Indianapolis area at the expense of the rest
of the district. Comparing verification criteria shows that forecasters often did not
correctly forecast the extra winter weather hours detected by the criteria 2 verification
method. In fact, the Crawfordsville and Greenfield districts see a decrease in
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correctly forecasted winter weather hours despite higher winter severity. Seymour
and Vincennes see no increase in correctly forecasted winter weather hours either.
Rather, many of these extra winter weather hours found with criteria 2 method are
scored as missed events. As will be shown next, this will lead to different estimates of
value.
Table 4.8 2-by-2 contingency table for LaPorte district
District
𝐎𝐛𝐬𝐞𝐫𝐯𝐚𝐭𝐢𝐨𝐧𝐬
Criteria 1
Criteria 2
LaPorte
𝐅𝐨𝐫𝐞𝐜𝐚𝐬𝐭𝐬 𝑦𝑒𝑠
𝑛𝑜
𝑦𝑒𝑠
𝑛𝑜
𝑦𝑒𝑠
123 477 180 420
𝑛𝑜
112 2912 189 2835
Table 4.9 2-by-2 contingency table for Fort Wayne district
District
𝐎𝐛𝐬𝐞𝐫𝐯𝐚𝐭𝐢𝐨𝐧𝐬
Criteria 1
Criteria 2
Ft. Wayne
𝐅𝐨𝐫𝐞𝐜𝐚𝐬𝐭𝐬 𝑦𝑒𝑠
𝑛𝑜
𝑦𝑒𝑠
𝑛𝑜
𝑦𝑒𝑠
115 452 168 399
𝑛𝑜
121 2936 196 2861
Table 4.10 2-by-2 contingency table for Crawfordsville district
District
𝐎𝐛𝐬𝐞𝐫𝐯𝐚𝐭𝐢𝐨𝐧𝐬
Criteria 1
Criteria 2
C’ville
𝐅𝐨𝐫𝐞𝐜𝐚𝐬𝐭𝐬 𝑦𝑒𝑠
𝑛𝑜
𝑦𝑒𝑠
𝑛𝑜
𝑦𝑒𝑠
74 186 68 192
𝑛𝑜
125 3239 203 3161
Table 4.11 2-by-2 contingency table for Greenfield district
District
𝐎𝐛𝐬𝐞𝐫𝐯𝐚𝐭𝐢𝐨𝐧𝐬
Criteria 1
Criteria 2
G’field
𝐅𝐨𝐫𝐞𝐜𝐚𝐬𝐭𝐬 𝑦𝑒𝑠
𝑛𝑜
𝑦𝑒𝑠
𝑛𝑜
𝑦𝑒𝑠
8
225
7
226
𝑛𝑜
176 3215 262 3129
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Table 4.12 2-by-2 contingency table for Vincennes district
District
𝐎𝐛𝐬𝐞𝐫𝐯𝐚𝐭𝐢𝐨𝐧𝐬
Criteria 1
Criteria 2
Vincennes
𝐅𝐨𝐫𝐞𝐜𝐚𝐬𝐭𝐬 𝑦𝑒𝑠 𝑛𝑜 𝑦𝑒𝑠 𝑛𝑜
𝑦𝑒𝑠
32 125 32 125
𝑛𝑜
43 3424 61 3406
Table 4.13 2-by-2 contingency table for Seymour district
District
𝐎𝐛𝐬𝐞𝐫𝐯𝐚𝐭𝐢𝐨𝐧𝐬
Criteria 1
Criteria 2
Seymour
𝐅𝐨𝐫𝐞𝐜𝐚𝐬𝐭𝐬 𝑦𝑒𝑠 𝑛𝑜
𝑦𝑒𝑠
𝑛𝑜
𝑦𝑒𝑠
50 118 50 118
𝑛𝑜
64 3392 104 3352
The estimated economic value of the forecasts is shown in Table 4.14 along
with the associated costs of all correct forecasts, false alarms, and missed events.
Using criteria 1 verification, the economic value of the forecasts across the entire
state of Indiana was found to be $29.1 million. This verification method results in
more false alarms than missed events. Since false alarms are much less costly than
missed events, the resulting cost of the forecasts is much less than treating all
marginal hours. Criteria 2 verification showed a smaller estimate of value statewide,
only $4.1 million. Additionally, in the LaPorte, Fort Wayne, and Greenfield districts,
the estimated value was negative, meaning it would have been more efficient to
simply treat the roads during every marginal hour that to use the forecasts. The wide
difference in value estimate stems from the greater incidents of missed events found
using criteria 2 verification. The additional loss of missed events added so much cost
to the forecast system that in some districts using a forecast of climatology would
have been the cheaper method. This valuation method determines the economic value
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of the timeline forecasts relative to an imaginary world in which weather forecast
information was not available and roads were treated during all marginal events.
Given the different estimates of value, it would be prudent to discuss which
estimate of the “truth” could be the more accurate one. Criteria 1’s method of
requiring at least 0.1 mm per hour of precipitation and sufficiently cold two-meter
temperatures likely means all of the winter weather hours recorded using this method
resulted in significant accumulating snow and ice that would have needed treatment.
This is not the case when examining the criteria 2 method. Many of the hours
recorded as “yes” for a winter weather hour have precipitation accumulation much
less than 0.1 mm per hour. Many of the “yes” hours found with criteria two are based
on the categorical precipitation flags. As discussed on page 24, there is little
information regarding the quality of these precipitation flags of the RAP, making the
accuracy of these verification criteria more uncertain. Practically, it means this
verification method may have recorded winter weather hours that did not require
treatment or any other winter operations. The timeline forecasts were designed to be
forecasts of treatable winter weather hours and precipitation types and not catchall
forecasts of all winter weather, regardless of intensity. If these hypotheses are correct,
then criteria 1 would be the more appropriate verification method to use.
Another issue to consider in the valuation framework is the value derived
from forecast lead time. Having a consistent lead time during which preparations for
treatment can be made yields a significant value to both INDOT and society. The risk
of greater lead times is an increase of false alarm occurrence. Having a shorter lead
time would lead to fewer false alarms and more hits, but the potential for missed
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events because the lack of preparation time. The timeline forecasts gave INDOT a
consistent nine to twelve hour window in which to prepare winter weather operations,
and more if the potential for winter weather was discussed in extended forecast. In the
hypothetical situation with no forecasts, INDOT would always know when winter
weather started, but would have no warning. There would likely be a lag time of a
few hours in which maintenance crews would have to be called to work and
equipment prepared. These hours would effectively be missed events, since they are
hours in which weather is occurring, but no winter operations are being conducted.
The loss associated with preparation hours would fall to society and would equal the
cost of a missed event. These factors are not taken into consideration in this study’s
valuation framework, but they would likely have some impact on the total value
estimate.
The estimates of forecast value hinge on two subjective criteria, decisionmaking factor F and cost-loss ratio C/L. An analysis of the sensitivity is needed to
determine how much forecast value changes as these factors vary. A sensitivity
analysis of F and C/L was performed with value estimates calcucated with criteria 1
evaluation. In Figure 4.1, varying cost-loss ratio while F was fixed yielded an
inversely proportional relationship with forecast value. This makes sense because, in
the valuation framework, increasing the cost-loss ratio results in missed events being
more costly and lowers forecast value. Value also appears to be quite sensitive to
changing values of cost-loss ratio. Changing the ratio from 1 to 2 to a value of 1 to 3
would result in the forecasts having almost no value, while a ratio of 1 to 5 would
result in a negative value of $40 million. Clearly, forecast value is highly sensitive to
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missed events, making the selection of cost-loss ratio very important in order to
obtain an idea of value. Varying the decision-making factor F with cost-lost ratio held
constant at 1 to 2 (Figure 4.2) showed a proportional relationship. Again, this is
reasonable within the valuation framework. Increasing F leads to the costs of
“imaginary” winter operations E(S) to increase, allowing for a corresponding increase
in forecast value. This relationship is quite sensitive, with forecast value decreasing to
zero around 𝐹 ≈ 0.2. Given the subjective nature of this parameter, much care needs
to be taken when selecting its value. Creating a robust operations framework in the

hypothetical situation could yield a more realistic cost estimate, eliminating the need
for F.
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Figure 4.1 Sensitivity of forecast value to cost-loss ratio.
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Table 4.14 Forecast value estimates following Thornes and Stephenson (2001).

District
Crawfordsville
Greenfield
LaPorte
Fort Wayne
Vincennes
Seymour
State
Crawfordsville
Greenfield
LaPorte
Fort Wayne
Vincennes
Seymour
State

Cost per
weather
hour

Costs of
correct
forecasts

Costs of
false
alarms

Losses of
missed
events

Cost of
forecasts
with quoted
accuracy
E(A)

$6,338,970
$14,429,590
$5,929,807
$6,292,303
$5,251,706
$3,319,407
$41,561,783

$9,787,369
$17,832,021
$12,439,526
$14,213,863
$8,916,960
$6,162,776
$69,352,515

1637

$10,017,163
$17,001,542
$11,088,971
$12,397,563
$9,030,633
$6,090,561
$65,626,432

1637

$25,356

$1,876,335

$1,572,065

$40,993

$327,945

$3,074,486

$24,503

$2,817,883

$3,691,836

$28,091

$3,455,149

$4,466,411

$41,029

$2,051,448

$1,613,806

$38,598

$1,235,128

$1,608,240

$198,570

$11,763,888

$16,026,844

$18,619

$1,266,110

$1,191,633

$28,040

$196,279

$2,112,341

$15,887

$2,859,620

$2,224,149

$17,890

$3,005,470

$2,379,330

$30,372

$1,518,604

$1,194,635

$31,127

$996,071

$1,296,968

$141,935

$9,842,155

$10,399,056

Criteria 1 Verification

Marginal
Hours

1591
1796
1777
1274
1132
—

Criteria 2 Verification
$7,559,420
$14,692,921
$6,005,202
$7,012,763
$6,317,394
$3,797,522
$45,385,222

1591
1796
1777
1274
1132
—

Cost of
treating
marginal
hours
E(S)

Forecast
value

$13,835,858
$21,740,035
$14,669,330
$16,639,021
$17,423,630
$14,564,221
$98,872,096

$4,048,489
$3,908,014
$2,229,803
$2,425,158
$8,506,670
$8,401,446
$29,519,580

$10,159,911
$14,870,507
$9,510,884
$10,596,667
$12,898,012
$11,745,340
$69,781,320

$142,748
-$2,131,034
-$1,578,087
-$1,800,897
$3,867,379
$5,654,779
$4,154,888

Cost of
perfect
forecasts
E(P)
$5,045,820
$7,542,740
$5,782,787
$6,601,300
$4,677,301
$2,894,832
$32,544,780
$5,045,820
$7,542,740
$5,782,787
$6,601,300
$4,677,301
$2,894,832
$32,544,780

Value
Index
0.46
0.28
0.25
0.24
0.67
0.72
0.45
0.03
-0.29
-0.43
-0.44
0.47
0.64
0.11
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CHAPTER 5. IMPROVING METHODS OF EVALUATIING THE INDOT
FORECAST SYSTEM

5.1

Towards a Dynamic Decision-Making Model

Thornes and Stephenson (2001) (as well as the author) acknowledge that this
method of forecast valuation is simplistic. The way in which the valuation method is
least realistic is using a static decision-making model in which forecast users are only
given the options to perform winter weather operations in full or not. In reality, the
options available to winter operations managers are much more nuanced and dynamic.
These kind of dynamical decision-making models were in mind when the cost of
hours of false alarms was set to be one-third the cost the hour of normal winter
operations. Stewart et al. (2004) discusses these options at length, and a summary of
treatment options presented in their publication, which is reproduced below.
Performing a descriptive study similar to those described in Chapter 5 of Katz
and Murphy (1997) with INDOT’s decision-making model would be a significant
undertaking because of INDOT’s management structure. Within the maintenance
districts are dozens of subunits which are broken down further into maintenance units,
which number in the hundreds. While it is possible to track the costs of winter
operations of each maintenance unit, cataloging the decision-making process behind
actions to treat or not treat and at what intensity would be an extensive undertaking.
Another factor undiscussed so far is how much winter operations mangers used the
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forecasts made by Purdue students. There are dozens of outlets where weather
information is available, from the National Weather Service, to television and print
media, to social media. Most notably, INDOT also utilized a private forecasting
service that made use of the MDSS described in Chapter 2. It is unclear to what
extent each forecast options were used or which ones were given preference.
Anecdotally, some INDOT maintenance district managers indicated that the private
vendor forecasts and the Purdue forecasts were used most frequently and compared.
Agreement between both forecast services gave managers greater confidence to
prepare for winter operations.
Table 5.1 Summary of alternative actions available to decision makers.
From Stewart et al. (2004).
Summary of alternative actions available to decision makers.
 When snow is anticipated, the supervisor may need to call in extra drivers.
He must decide when to do so and how many to call.
 Before plowing has started, the supervisor must consider a number of decision
alternatives:
 Do nothing
 Send out a reduced number of trucks
 Send out all trucks
 After plowing has started, the alternatives are as follows:
 Keep trucks out
 Recall some trucks (or keep them in when they come in to refill with salt)
 Recall all trucks
 During plowing and salting, it is possible to modify the route and the amount
salt supplied.
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5.2

Reassessing the cost-loss ratio

As stated earlier, the cost-loss ratio of 1 to 2 employed in this study was
developed by Thornes (1999) and defined quantifiable benefits as 1) reducing traffic
accidents; 2) reducing traffic delays; 3) emergency response; and 4) fuel savings.
Costs of winter operations were defined as 1) vehicle corrosion; 2) road and bridge
corrosion; 3) street furniture damage; 4) water contamination; 5) vegetation and soil
damage; and 6) cost of road treatment. Thornes found the two largest benefit terms
were reducing traffic delays and fuel savings. This is reasonable given those two
metrics affect all motorists and not the ones who suffered accidents and had property
damage or required emergency services. The benefit from reducing traffic delays also
incorporates ancillary effects such as lost time, productivity, wages, absenteeism, and
missed deliveries.
For these reasons, it is reasonable to conclude the cost-loss ratio found by
Thornes is an appropriate one. However, given the rise in the technology and means
to collect widespread traffic speed data in a widespread, timely fashion (e.g. work by
Hainen et al. (2012), Remias et al. (2013), Petty and Mahoney (2007), and Brennan et
al. (2013)) it may now be possible to develop dynamic, location-specific cost-loss
ratios. For example, a large city will be impacted more greatly by winter weather that
occurs during rush hour on a weekday than winter weather that occurs in the middle
of the night on a weekend. Linking traffic speed data with weather observations (or
an objective analysis of winter severity) would result in more useful estimates of
forecast value. Data would have to be gathered for several locations within the
relevant domain and objective evaluation criteria would need to be established in
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order to obtain a complete idea of how the ratio varies spatially. Another benefit of
this approach would be to reveal the exposure of cities in different climates to winter
weather. For example, Chicago and Atlanta are two cities of relatively similar size but
with much different capabilities to perform winter weather operations. A robust study
linking traffic speed data, economic losses, and winter weather severity (however you
wish to define it) could reveal when forecasts have the most value and possibility the
point at which winter weather overwhelms each city’s ability to remove snow and ice.
Paired with different types of forecast information, it may be possible to extract some
of the information about the value of improved weather forecasts Stewart et al. (2004)
studied.
5.3

A More Consistent Forecasting Service

The student-made and -run winter weather service tailored for INDOT for
winter 2012-2013 was the result of many hours of planning, teamwork, learning,
communication, and implementation. That a small group of students and faculty were
able to create several operational forecast products on a daily basis for over five
months is a remarkable educational and meteorological achievement. Many
improvements were made to the forecast service to help potentially increase the value
of the forecasts, the most important being timeline forecasts being discontinued for
winter 2013-2014. The juxtaposition of categorical yes/no timeline forecasts with
probabilistic forecast maps created confusion for both forecasters and customers.
Using probability maps with text discussions is a more internally consistent method to
minimize the uncertainty of what the weather will do in the future. Another
improvement was incorporating the MDSS and social media into both the forecasting
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and communication process. This most recent winter, students were given the
opportunity to develop video forecasts using television production equipment to share
them on social media websites such as YouTube and Twitter. This helped the students
create marketable skills they can use after graduation and helped makes viewing the
forecasts much easier for INDOT staff, since many rely on smartphones as the
primary means of accessing the internet while at work.
5.4

Future Work

There are several items of future work that would allow for better estimates of
forecast value specific to INDOT. The first is a descriptive study of the decisionmaking model used by INDOT staff to determine exactly how they utilize weather
forecast information. This will require significant effort, but the result will be a much
more accurate picture of how winter weather information is used within the
organization. The second item is to begin developing methods for and performing
studies of the relationship between traffic speed data in Indiana cities and winter
weather to better understand how traffic responds different kinds and intensity of
winter weather at different days and at different times. This would be the first step
towards developing a dynamic cost-loss ratio. The third item is to implement robust
after-action studies with conjunction with INDOT of winter events immediately after
the winter event has passed in order to assess the forecast and how winter operations
performed. A related item to this is developing quantifiable, objective verification
measures that could be performed by students immediately after a forecast period has
finished. Having such information will give later studies of forecast value a more
robust data set to analyze.
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Given the sensitivity of forecast value to changing values of cost-loss ratio
and the decision-making factor, developing objective criteria for these metrics is
imperative. A descriptive study of how INDOT operates and utilizes weather
information could yield some quantitative metrics that could ameliorate this problem.
Another interesting item to consider is the performance of numerical weather
predication (NWP) forecasts against the human-generated timeline forecasts. The
Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) model was used extensively in the winter
weather forecast service, and it would be easy to compare raw WRF forecast data
against the timeline forecasts. Such a study would yield insight into how human
forecasts add quality and value to raw NWP data. The MDSS used by INDOT
operates exclusively with NWP inputs and, therefore, is subject to model biases. A
final topic for future work would be developing estimates of winter weather severity
and using that as a baseline to evaluate future forecasts and winter operations costs.
Creating a winter severity metric and climatology would be an effective way to
identify which maintenance units use resources most efficiently and which ones do
not. This study provides a framework and guidance for these future endeavors.
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Table A1 INDOT winter operations costs for the 2012-2013 season

District
Crawfordsville
Greenfield
LaPorte
Fort Wayne
Vincennes
Seymour

Snow
and Ice
Overtime
(manhours)
6,907
15,265
14,209
10,140
5,931
9,945

Manhours
33,202
64,702
57,048
45,948
23,131
42,134

Diesel
Usage
(gal)
181,444
239,644
318,379
224,046
217,892
126,861

Salt
Usage
(ton)
43,900
60,303
57,041
46,719
42,124
24,477

Brine
Usage
(gal)
160,611
770,091
3,168,458
591,640
138,526
359,580

Total
Lane
Miles
5061
5424
4978
5261
4907
4953

Total
Cost Per
Lane
Mile
$996.99
$1390.63
$1254.84
$1161.62
$953.21
$584.40

Total Cost
of
Snow/Ice
Operations
$5,045,820
$7,542,740
$5,782,787
$6,601,300
$4,677,301
$2,894,832

